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The present invention relates to an improved con

struction for weeping, crying and Wetting dolls. More
particularly, the invention relates to a doll construction
which utilizes a gravity-influenced reservoir to simulate
the natural functions of weeping and Wetting and an air
activated device to simulate the sound of crying.
The prior art relating to weeping dolls includes con
structions in which the head is a hollow bulb to con
tain liquid, with slits for eyes, so that the liquid may
run out of the slits. Another type of construction em
ployed a bulb placed in the buttocks or back of the doll
which was squeezed or pressed with a lever to force
liquid out of the eyes, after the manner of a Syringe
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Still other forms of dolls currently on the market

the use of a gravity-influenced reservoir located in the
dolls' heads. Earlier developments in this type of con
struction have included provision for filling the reservoir
as by a miniature nursing bottle. As the reservoir filled,
water would flow from the reservoir through suitable
tubing to the lower back region of the doll simulating
wetting. The wetting continued until the doll was placed
upright whereupon additional tubing would carry the wa
ter to the doll's eyes simulating crying, the wetting flow
ceasing. An obvious disadvantage of this type of system
lies in the fact that so long as the reservoir was being
filled, the doll would be wetting.
Another disadvantage of the earlier gravity-influenced
type systems is that no provision was made for the re
peated or consecutive release of small amounts of water
without the necessity of repeated refilling of the reser
WO.
The construction, such as provided by the present in
vention will provide for creating the illustion of repeated
weeping and wetting without the release of large amounts
of water and without repeated replenishing of the reser
voir.
It is also an object to provide a gravity-influenced sys
tem which will release a liquid such as water simulating
weeping and wetting only when the doll is in a substan
tially upright position, that is, when the reservoir is not

being filled. The invention further enhances the illu
sion of actual weeping in that the tears trickle out of
the eyes and that they come from the eyes rather than
out of the openings at the sides of the eyes.
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Still further, it is an object to provide a weeping
and wetting doll, the body of which is not air tight and
which will permit the use of an air-activated "squawker'
or other device simulating the sound of crying.
These and other objects and advantages of the inven
tion will be apparent in view of the following description
and the attached drawings which show the best known
and preferred form of the invention.
In the drawings:
Fig. 1 is a view of a doll constructed according to the
invention being held in the horizontal or "feeding' posi
tion;
Fig. 2 is a sectional view of one form of the invention
taken substantially on line 2-2 of Fig. 1;

or water pistol.

utilize the concept of raising the water to the eyes by
an air pump, enclosed within a substantially air tight and
compressible body. This type of weeping doll is not
entirely satisfactory because in the hands of a child the
amount of pressure applied and consequently the amount
of water expelled through the eyes is not controlled.
There is also an objection to this type of doll since the
mouth of the doll must be closed, either by a removable
stopper or by valve mechanism, otherwise the tear in
ducing mechanism will not work. Furthermore, the doll
body must be air tight or substantially so, otherwise the
air pump will not operate upon squeezing the doll.
Another type of crying and wetting System includes
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Fig. 3 is a sectional view of the doll head of Fig. 2

when in the upright or "crying and wettting' position;
Fig. 4 is a section taken substantially on line 4-4 of
Fig. 3;
Fig. 5 is a section taken substantially on line 5-5 of
Fig. 3;
Fig. 6 is an elevation taken substantially on line 6-6
of Fig. 3.
A doll constructed according to the invention includes
a hollow body 2 fitted with movable arms and legs and
having a drain opening 13 in the lower back region.
Above the opening 13, the back of the body is provided
with a conventional "squawker' or device 14 for simu
lating the sound of crying when either the head or body
of the doll is squeezed. The air passage in the squawker
has a relatively large diameter of from .0625 to .25
inch. The open upper end of the body has a collar 15
for attachment of the doll head 16.
The neck opening of the hollow doll head 16 has an
upturned annular flange 17 which loosely fits beneath the
collar 15 so that the head is rotatable. The face of the
doll head is provided with a mouth opening 18 and eye
Sockets 9 in which are located rotatable eyes 9a to sim
ulate sleeping when the doll is recumbent. The doll
body and head is preferably formed by conventional
methods of either rubber, plastic materials, or other com
pressible substance.
The gravity-influenced reservoir is indicated generally
by the numeral 20 and provides for the storage and con
trolled release or discharge of a liquid such as water to

simulate weeping and wetting. The reservoir 20 is prefer
ably filled by a miniature nursing bottle (shown in dotted
lines, Figs. 1 and 2) containing water and having a
pierced nipple insertable in the mouth opening 18. The
reservoir 20 may be formed of any material which is
water retaining though acrylic resin materials such as
"Plexiglas' are preferred because of their high mechan
ical
strength.
The reservoir 20 includes a larger or upper chamber
22 storing liquid for the weeping function, a smaller ca
pacity reservoir duct 23 filled with liquid from chamber
22 and discharging by gravity through a pair of tubing
ducts 24 into the eye sockets 19 where the water collects
in pools around the lower part of the eyeballs to spill
over the outer edge of the socket when the doll is up
right. A smaller or lower chamber 26 is provided for
storing liquid for the wetting function, another smaller
capacity reservoir duct 27 filled with liquid from chamber
26 and discharging by gravity through a tubing duct 28
into the body 12. The reservoir also has a filling duct
30 communicating with both chambers 22 and 26.

Referring to the detailed views of the drawings, the

filling duct 30 extends along the front wall of the reser

voir. The lower end of the filling duct has a tubular
projection 31 for connection of the tube 32 running from
the mouth opening 18. The filling duct discharges into
the chamber 22 through a port 33 and into the chamber
26 through a port 34.
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small diameter. Accordingly, when the child playing with
the doll squeezes or compresses the body or head to
activate the squawker 4 and simulate the sound of
crying, the rate at which the liquid empties from the

The floor of the chamber 22 and the roof of the cham

ber 26 are formed by a wall 35 extending from just
above the lower port 34 transversely of the reservoir.
The chamber 22 and the reservoir duct 23 are separated

by a partition 36 extending upwardly from the trans
verse wall 35 and terminating below the roof of the
reservoir. On opposite sides of the transverse wall are
discharge blocks 37 having interior passages 38 com
municating with the lower end of the reservoir duct 23.
The tubing ducts 24 run from the discharge blocks 37 to
the eye sockets 19.
Within each eye socket 19 is mounted a conventional
movable eye mechanism, shown in dotted lines, includ
ing a metal tube 39 inserted through the rear wall and
connected to the tubing 24.
The chamber 26 and the reservoir duct 27 are separated
by a partition 40 extending upwardly from the floor of
the reservoir and terminating below the transverse wall
35. On the under side of the reservoir is a tubular pro
jection 41 communicating with the lower end of duct 27
for connection of the wetting tubing duct 28.
Referring to Fig. 2, the storage chambers 22 and 26
are filed by holding the doll so that the reservoir 20
is in the horizontal position or nearly so, and feeding the

reservoir ducts 23 and 27 will be unaffected. This result

is obtained because the combined areas of the body open
ing 13, the air passage in the squawker 14, and the space
between the head flange 17 and the body collar 15, far
exceeds the combined areas of the vent tubes 48 and 49.

O
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embodiment of the invention but only by the scope of

20 - What is claimed is:

1. In a hollow doll, a head having a mouth opening
and eye sockets, a body attached to the head and hav

25

the water in the reservoir 20. The tubing 28 acts also
as an overflow in case the child supplies too much water
to the reservoir. As the chambers fill with liquid, it is
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The upper chamber 22 is vented by a passage 42, in a

of port 33. The lower chamber 26 is vented by a similar
passage 46 in a vent block 47 located just above the fill
ing projection 31. Small diameter capillary tubes, 48 and
49 respectively, are connected to the vent blocks 43
and 47.
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As will be observed in the detailed views of the draw

ing (particularly, Fig. 6), the tubing ducts 24, 28 and
32 have a larger interior diameter than the interior diam
eter of the capillary tubes 48 and 49. In actual practice,

it has been found that the ducts 24, 28 and 32 should 50
have an interior diameter of from .10 to .125 inch, with

.110 inch being preferred, and the capillary tubes should
have an interior diameter of from .05 to .07 inch, with
062 inch being preferred.

Referring to Fig. 3, when the doll is picked up after
feeding, the reservoir ducts 23 and 27 will empty under
the influence of gravity simulating the weeping and wet
ting functions. The weeping function is obtained by plac
ing the doll in upright position or a little forward so
that the water flows from the duct 23 and the tubes 24
to the eye sockets where it collects in pools and then
spills over so the water escapes as drops which trickle
from the eyes over the cheeks. The water for the wet

ting function will pass out of the duct 27 and through
the tube 28 into the lower part of the torso and will flow
out of the opening 13 when the doll is laid down. The
amount of liquid available for discharge through the
body opening 13 and eye sockets 19 will be only the small

ing an opening in the lower back, an elongated liquid
reservoir located within said head in an upright manner,
a large capacity chamber extending longitudinally
through the upper portion of said reservoir, another large
capacity chamber extending longitudinally through the
lower portion of said reservoir, a filling duct extending
longitudinally of said reservoir and opening directly into
both said upper and lower chambers, means connecting
Said duct with said mouth opening for filling said cham
bers with liquid, a small capacity reservoir duct com
municating with said upper chamber, another small ca
pacity reservoir duct communicating with said lower

chamber, means connecting said upper reservoir duct

with the eye Sockets, and means connected with said
lower reservoir duct and opening into said body, each of

mitted into the chambers so that the flow of liquid out
of the reservoir will be even and uninterrupted.

vent block 43, communicating with the chamber laterally

struct the reservoir 20 without the lower storage cham
ber 26. The doll also need not employ a squawker de
vice 14. Accordingly, the scope of the invention should
be limited not by the detailed description of a preferred
the subjoined claims.

liquid into the mouth opening 18, preferably by squeezing
the nursing bottle. The liquid passes along the filling
duct. 30 through the ports 33 and 34 into the respective
storage chambers, the tubing 28 because of its upward
curvature, as shown in Fig. 2, acting as a trap to retain

necessary that the air entrapped therein be vented so
that the flow of liquid into the reservoir will be even and
uninterrupted. It is also necessary that when the ducts
23 and 27 are being emptied (Fig. 3), that air be ad

The preferred form of the invention as described here

in employs a lower storage chamber 26 for the wetting
function and a squawker device 4. However, within
the scope of the invention, it would be possible to con
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said reservoir ducts being emptied under the influence
of gravity when the doll is held substantially upright.
2. In a hollow doll, a head having a mouth opening
and eye sockets, a body attached to the head and having
an opening the lower back, an elongated liquid reservoir
located within said head in an upright manner, a large
capacity chamber extending longitudinally through the

upper portion of said reservoir, another large capacity
chamber extending longitudinally through the lower por
tion of said reservoir, a filling duct extending longitudi
nally of said reservoir and opening directly into both said

upper and lower chambers, means connecting said duct

with said mouth opening for filling said chambers with liq
luid, a small capacity reservoir duct communicating with
said upper chamber, another small capacity reservoir duct
communicating with said lower chamber, means per
mitting passage of liquid from said chambers into said
reservoir ducts when said reservoir is in a position other
than upright, means connecting said upper reservoir duct
with the eye sockets, and means connected with said
lower reservoir duct and opening into said body, each
of said reservoir ducts being emptied under the influence
of gravity when the doll is held substantially upright.
3. In a hollow doll, a head having a mouth opening
and eye sockets, a body attached to the head and having
an opening in the lower back, an elongated liquid reser
voir located within said head in an upright manner, a
large capacity chamber extending longitudinally through
the upper portion of said reservoir, another large ca
pacity chamber extending longitudinally through the
lower portion of said reservoir, a filling duct extending
longitudinally of said reservoir and opening directly into
both said upper and lower chambers, means connecting

volume actually in the ducts. Thus, the child playing
with the doll will observe the functions of weeping and 70
wetting, but will not be subjected to an excess of water. said duct with said mouth opening for filling said cham
To break the surface tension at the eyes the doll may be bers with liquid, a small capacity reservoir duct com
patted lightly which will cause tears which are suspended municating with said upper chamber, another smal ca
pacity reservoir duct communicating with said lower
at the eyes to free themselves.
. As described above, the vent tubes 48 and 49 have a s chamber, means for the passage of air between the doll

S
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interior and said chambers to vent said chambers, means bers, a filling duct extending longitudinally of said reser
connecting said upper reservoir duct with the eye sockets, voir and opening directly into both said upper and lower
and means connected with said lower reservoir duct and
chambers, means connecting said duct with said mouth
opening into said body, each of said reservoir ducts be opening for filling said chambers with liquid, upper, and
ing emptied under the influence of gravity when the doll lower reservoir ducts communicating with said cham
is held substantially upright.
bers, means for passage of liquid from said chambers into
4. In a hollow doll, a hand having a mouth opening said reservoir ducts when said doll is in a position other
and eye sockets, a body attached to the head and having than upright, individual means for the passage of air
an opening in the lower back, an elongated liquid reser from said chambers to the interior of the doll when the
voir located within said head in an upright manner, a doll is in a position other than upright to vent said cham
large capacity chamber extending longitudinally through bers, means connecting said upper reservoir duct with
the upper portion of said reservoir, another large capacity the eye sockets, and means connected with said lower
chamber extending longitudinally through the lower por
reservoir duct and opening into said body, each of said
tion of said reservoir, a filling duct extending longitudi
reservoir ducts being emptied under the influence of
nally of said reservoir and opening directly into both 15 gravity when the doll is substantially upright.
said upper and lower chambers, means connecting said
8. In a hollow doll, a head having a mouth opening
duct with said mouth opening for filling said chambers
and eye sockets, a body attached to the head and having
with liquid, a small capacity reservoir duct communicat an opening in the lower back, a liquid reservoir located
ing with said upper chamber, another small capacity within said doll, a first large capacity chamber within
reservoir duct communicating with said lower chamber, 20 said reservoir, a second large capacity chamber within
means for passage of liquid from said chambers into said said reservoir, liquid filling means connected to both
reservoir ducts only when the doll is in a position other said chambers, a first small capacity reservoir duct com
than upright, individual means for the passage of air municating with said first chamber in such manner as
from said chambers to the interior of the doll when the to. receive liquid when the doll is in other than upright
doll is in a position other than upright to vent said cham 25 position, means connecting said first duct with said eye
bers, means connecting said upper reservoir duct with
sockets, a second small capacity reservoir duct communi
the eye sockets, and means connecting with said lower
cating
with said second chamber in such manner as to
reservoir duct and opening into said body, each of said
receive liquid when the doll is in other than upright
reservoir ducts being emptied under the influence of position, and means connected with said second duct and
gravity when the doll is held substantially upright.
30 opening into said body, each of said reservoir ducts
5. In a hollow doll, a head having a mouth opening
being emptied under the influence of gravity when the
and eye sockets, a body attached to the head and having doll is held substantially upright.
an opening in the lower back, an elongated liquid reser
9. In a hollow doll, a head having a mouth opening
voir located within said head in an upright manner, a Wall
and eye sockets, a body attached to the head and having
extending transversely of said reservoir defining upper 35 an opening in the lower back, an elongated liquid reser
and lower large capacity liquid storage chambers, a fill voir located within said head in an upright manner, a
ing duct extending longitudinally of said reservoir and large capacity chamber extending longitudinally through
opening directly into both said upper and lower cham the upper portion of said reservoir, another large ca
bers, means connecting said duct with said mouth open
pacity chamber extending longitudinally through the
ing for filling said chambers with liquid, upper and lower 40 lower portion of said reservoir, a filling duct extending
reservoir ducts communicating with said chambers, means
longitudinally of said reservoir and opening directly into
for passage of liquid from said chambers into said reser both said upper and lower chambers, means connecting
voir ducts when said doll is in a position other than
said duct with said mouth opening for filling said cham
upright, means individually connecting said upper reser bers with liquid, a small capacity reservoir duct com
voir duct with the eye sockets, and means connected with 45 municating with said upper chamber, another small ca
said lower reservoir duct and opening into said body, spactiy reservoir duct communicating with said lower
each of said reservoir ducts being emptied under the chamber, said reservoirs adapted to receive liquid from
influence of gravity when the doll is held substantially the respective chambers when the doll is in other than
upright.
upright position, means connecting said upper reservoir
6. In a hollow doll, a head having a mouth opening 50 duct with the eye sockets, and means connected with said
and eye sockets, a body attached to the head and having
lower reservoir duct and opening into said body, each
a body opening in the lower back, an elongated liquid of said reservoir ducts being emptied under the influence
reservoir located within said head in an upright manner,
of gravity when the doll is held substantially upright.
a wall extending transversely of said reservoir defining
10. In a hollow doll, a head having a mouth opening
upper and lower large capacity liquid storage chambers, 5 5 and eye sockets, a body attached to the head and having
a filling duct extending longitudinally of said reservoir
an opening in the lower back, an elongated liquid reser
and opening directly into both said upper and lower voir located within said head in an upright manner, a
chambers, means connecting said duct with said mouth
large capacity chamber extending longitudinally through
opening for filling said chambers with liquid, upper and the upper portion of said reservoir, another large ca
lower reservoir ducts communicating with said chambers, 60 pacity chamber extending longitudinally through the
means for passage of liquid from said chambers into said
lower portion of said reservoir, a filling duct extending
reservoir ducts when said doll is in a position other than
longitudinally of said reservoir and opening directly into
upright, means for the passage of air between the doll both said upper and lower chambers, means connecting
interior and said chambers to vent said chambers, means
said duct with said mouth opening for filling said cham
connecting said upper reservoir duct with the eye sockets, 65 bers with liquid, a small capacity reservoir duct com
and means connected with said lower reservoir duct and
municating with said upper chamber, another small
opening into said body, each of said reservoir ducts being
capacity reservoir duct communicating with said lower
emptied under the influence of gravity when the doll is
chamber, means for the passage of air between the doll
substantially upright.
interior
and said chambers to vent said chambers, means
7. In a hollow doll, a head having a mouth opening 70 connecting said upper reservoir duct with the eye sockets,
and eye sockets, a body attached to the head and having
and means connected with said lower reservoir duct and
a body opening in the lower back, an elongated liquid opening into said body, each of said reservoir ducts
reservoir located within said head in an upright man
being emptied under the influence of gravity without
ner, a wall extending transversely of said reservoir de drawing liquid from its communicating chamber when the
fining upper and lower large capacity liquid storage cham 5 doll is held substantially upright,
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11. In a hollow doll, a head having a mouth opening
and eye sockets, a body attached to the head and having
an opening in the lower back, an elongated liquid reser
voir located within said head in an upright manner, a
wall extending transversely of said reservoir defining up
per and lower large capacity liquid storage chambers, a
filling duct extending longitudinally of said reservoir and
opening directly into both said upper and lower cham
bers, means connecting said duct with said mouth open
ing for filling said chambers with liquid, upper and lower

8
said structure and communicating at its upper end with
said upper chamber and near its lower end with said
lower chamber, an opening through the wall of said

structure communicating with the lower end of said filling
duct, a small capacity reservoir duct running along the
wall of the upper portion of said structure opposite of
said filling duct and communicating at its upper end
with said upper chamber, another small capacity reser
voir duct running along the wall of the lower portion
of said structure opposite of said filling duct and com
municating at its upper end with said lower chamber, and
individual openings through the walls of said structure

reservoir ducts communicating with said chambers, means
communicating with the lower end of each reservoir
voir ducts when said doll is in a position other than up
right, means individually connecting said upper reservoir duct.
duct with the eye sockets, and means connected with said 15 14. A gravity influenced reservoir for a crying and
lower reservoir duct and opening into said body, each of wetting doll comprising, a wall extending transversely
said reservoir ducts being emptied under the influence of said reservoir defining upper and lower large capacity
liquid storage chambers, a filling duct opening directly
of gravity without drawing liquid from its communicating
into both said upper and lower chambers, upper and
chamber when the doll is held substantially upright.
12. In a hollow doll, a head having a mouth opening 20 lower reservoir ducts communicating respectively with
said chambers and adapted to receive liquid therefrom
and eye sockets, a body attached to the head and having
only when the reservoir is in a position other than up
a body opening in the lower back, an elongated liquid
right, and openings through the walls of said structure
reservoir located within said head in an upright manner,
a wall extending transversely of said reservoir defining
communicating with the lower end of each reservoir
upper and lower large capacity liquid storage chambers, 25 duct to drain liquid therefrom by gravity when the reser
voir is in upright position.
a filling duct extending longitudinally of said reservoir
15. A gravity influenced reservoir for a crying and
and opening directly into both said upper and lower
wetting doll comprising, a wall extending transversely
chambers, means connecting said duct with said mouth
opening for filling said chambers with liquid, upper and of said reservoir defining upper and lower large capacity
lower reservoir ducts communicating with said cham 30 liquid storage chambers, a filling duct opening directly
into both said upper and lower chambers, upper and
bers, means for passage of liquid from said chambers
lower reservoir ducts communicating respectively with
into said reservoir ducts when said doll is in a position
other than upright, means for the passage of air between said chambers and adapted to receive liquid therefrom
only when the reservoir is in a position other than up
the doll interior and said chambers to vent said chambers,
means connecting said upper reservoir duct with the eye 35 right, an opening from the lower end of said lower reser
voir duct adapted to discharge liquid into the doll body,
sockets, and means connected with said lower reservoir
and openings from the lower end of said upper reser
duct and opening into said body, each of said reservoir
ducts being emptied under the influence of gravity with voir adapted to discharge liquid into the eye sockets
out drawing liquid from its communicating chamber of the doll.
40
when the doll is substantially upright.
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